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During the past decade, coalitions or networks of service providers

have played an increasingly-large role in developing policies and programs

affecting youth. The rewards of this approach are twofold:

First, by working together, community agencies,
organizations and groups can marshall their for-
ces to collect information and articulate in-

ferred opinions, placing them in a position to
play a significant role in youth policy formula-
tion.

Second, by working together, community agencies,
organizations and groups can share information,
skills and resources to make their own program-
ming more responsive to the needs of youth.

This is a trend in youth programming which the Office of Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention supports and encourages. Community

coalitions are a cost-effective, efficient way to increase and expand

services to youth and to enhance the capacity of the community as a whole

to plan and program for young people.

Although the rewards of community coalitions are evident, the processes

of developing and maintaining coalitions are more difficult than many

anticipate. Differing agency priorities, management styles, and operations,

coupled with national competition for scarce dollars often present unantic-

ipated barriers to coalition development. Developing and maintaining

coaliticns is a task which requires time and thoughtful, systematic planning.

This document, Building Effective Coaliticns: Some Planning
Considerations, is intended to assi.;!- communities who are interested in
the development or continuation of local coalitions. It provides the
basis for thoughtful examination of the coalition concept and the ways
in which it could apply as a specific local setting.

Those of us ho are concerned about youth must continue to explore
creative ways to expand our resources. This is one strategy designed to
support that end.

1:10100441:).(10;ir.
David D. West
Acting Associate Administrator
Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention
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INTRODUCT I ON

As the increasingly troubled youth population continues to spark ini-
tiatives for additional and more varied services, the funds to support these
services have become more scarce, thus intensifying local competition for
obtaining them. Coalitions increasingly are viewed as one means to help

*.agencies offer comprehensive services in a more coordinated and cost-effec-
tive way. While the concept of coalitions continues to gain wide acceptance,
those already involved in cooperative efforts are finding that they often
do not function as intended and that unforseen difficulties may inhibit
them from developing as planned, if at all.

This manual has been written in response to requests for technical
assistance from youth-serving organizations interested in forming or im-
proving collaborative linkages. Specific requests have come from the fol-
lowing organizations, which have received grants from OJJDP under its Spe-
cial Emphasis Grant Initiative in Delinquency Prevention: The Teen Center
Alliance, Boston Massachusetts; Youth Services Alliance, Chicago, Illinois;
the Consortium for Youth of Soutn c.entral Connecticut, New Haven, Connecti-
cut; Youth Services Network, Dallas, Texas; and Girls Coalition, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania.

The activities of each of these grantees vary in the type and number
of participating agencies, the composition and size of their target popula-
tions, and their specific approaches. All are building coalitions but,
because their purposes and activities vary, each has a differing perception
of how a coalition should function. There also is considerable variation
in the stages of coalition development, although all seem to recognize that,
by their nature, coalitiOns,are highly fragile and dynamic. Thus, regard-
less of original intent, the purposes and goals must be examined constantly.

This manual is not intended to address the specific needs or problems
of any one project but, rather, is intended to provide a basic systematic
framework for making decisions about the most appropriate roles, organiza-
tional structure, and development and maintenance strategies for a coali-
tion of youdi-serving agencies. Because no absolutes about success and
failure can be identified and because every agency and every coalition is
different, this manual can serve only a.; a general guide.

1.1 Definitdons

For the purpose of this manual, a coalition (also called a network,
collaboration, federation, or consortium) is considered in the broadest
possible sense, as a formalized association of predominately private, not-



tor-profft orgarataions, ih which public agencies -may---Oalittr-itdt-e-:-*--- The--
stated purpose of such coalitions is to further the common goals and ob-
jectives of each member group through the combined resources, leverage,
and credibility of the total membership.

Coalitions of public agencies have not been considered specifically
kecause of differences in structure, funding, and political responsibility
to elected officials or regulatory agencies. However, in view of many
similarities, the manual also may serve the basic management needs of these
coalitions.

The focus of this manual is at the local level, in response to the
requests of the Special Emphasis Grantees, but many of the principles and
strategies discussed should be arplicable at the !tate and national levels,
as well.

1.2 Organization of this Manual

The remaining chapters of this manual are organized as follows:

Section 2: Roles and Functions of Coalitions
Discusses the developmental process for a coali-
tion, the benefits of a coalition, and the need
to establish a purpose for its implementation.

Section 3: Coalition Forms Defined by Function --
Discusses the five major functional categories
coalitions may assume, including: Information
and resource sharing, technical assistance, self-
regulating, planning and coordination, and advocacy.

Section 4: Implications for Structure -- Describes
the possible variations for structuring a coalition.
Specific areas that are referenced include: Member-
ship, role of the board, compositicn of the board,
interagency agreements, staffing, and support fund-
ing.

*There is no clear consensus on the definition of the term "coalition" in
the literature. In Friends of Friends: Networks, Manipulators, and Coali-
tions (NY, H. Martins Press, 1974), Jeremy BOT5117/I177-571nes a coalition
iTIZEMore narrowly as "a temporary alliance of distinct parties for a
limited purpose." Distinctions are drawn between coalitions', networks,
and federations, according to their level of formal structure. In this

paper, the term is used in a much broader sense.
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tions -- resents strategies for maintaining a
viable coalition, with specific suggestions for
each coalition form.



2. ASSESSING FEASIBILITY AND ESTABLISHING PURPOSE

Coalitions do not spring to life fully developed. They usually evolve
over a period of time in response to a visible need, growing and changing
in the process. Historically, cooperative efforts of many types have ac-
complished great positive change, but only recently has the coalition con-
cept for youth-serving agencies become an accepted and desirable method
of operation. The possibility 'for an agency to retain its small, commu-
nity-based focus while gaining the advantages of a larger group has great
appeal. While agencies recognize, at least in theory, the numerous logis-
tical and administrative problems and the possible loss of individual con-
trol, the many possible advantages of coalitions continue to promote their
development. Most attractive are such benefits as:

Potential for .expanded scope and range of service
delivery.

Systematic avoidance of service duplication and
gaps through coordinated efforts.

Potential for simplified referral and intake pro-
cedures.

Availability of additional and improved physical
facilities, staff, and funding resources.

Improved opportunity for experimental or pilot
projects.

Growth of political clout in advocacy for youth
issues and for increased funding for youth pro-
grams.

More community visibility for recruitmcmt and in-
cr., ,ed funding.

Enhanced position ad Intake in the competition for
funding, based on size and increased service de-
livery capacity.

Increased possibility for advancing both the state-
of-the-art and the state-of-the-practice of coali-
tions in youth-programming efforts.

2.1 Assessing Feasibility

Although coalitions can and do accomplish a variety of tasks, they
are not always the most effective way to deal with a given problem. Groups
contemplating the coalition app-.13ach initially must consider whether a

-4-
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works offer many advantages, but they can be tiffie-consumink,
and expensive. In determining the suitability of a coalition for an; given

purpose, the-following factors shnuld be considered:

Evidence of need for a collaborative or coordinated
service or program activity.

Availability of resources, such as organizational
expertise, staff, and funds.

Cost-effectiveness.

Compatability of member groups with the philosophy
and purpose of the coalition.

Probability of providing for member groups increased
membership, expanded services, or additional funding.

Possibility of avoiding duplication of programs.

Necessity for avoiding depletion of resources of
existing programs.

Possibility of effecting change in existing agen-
cies.

Existence of community recognition of the need
for a coalition.

2.2 Formation of Coalitions

Once an individual or group determines that a coalition approach may
be workable, the actual formulation process begins. Often, individuals
informally contact other individuals or groups to discuss their mutual
needs and brainstorm about ways these might be handled. A legislative or
administrative crisis or a natural disaster may quickly mobilize a group
to accomplish a specific task. Usually, an ad hoc or steering committee
is formed to explore the possibilities of a formal linkage in which they
and others to be recruited might particip4te. These "grass roots" groups
tend to be enthusiastic and fairly cohesive, 4t least during their initial

formation.

Coalitons brought together because of an outside stimulus, such as a
funding source, which mandates formation of a coalition as a condition of
funding, form more quickly in a more deliberate manner. The agency initiat-
ing the collaborative effort usually becomes the lead agency and assumes
major responsibility for organization, administration, and funding distri-

bution. If a coalition is initiated by an official or governmental body,

-5-



tinuing role in the coalition and merely acts as facilitator.

The way in which a coalition is initiated has definite implications
for the purpose that the coalition will pursue and, ultimately, for the
structure And function of the group. If the effort is grass roots in re-
sponse to a mutual need, the options for action are numerous. If the group
is responding to a direct funding initiative, specific criteria already
will have been set that will dictate the activities and, therefore, the
supporting structure.

2.3 Establishing Purpose

Regardless of the developmental process followed by the coalition,
the primary responsibility of the initial meetings is to define the coali-
tion's purpose. This purpose, agreed to by all the participants, will
dictate the structure and function of the coalition. If technical assis-
tance is to be the purpose, a mechanism for identifying resources and de--
livering training will have to be developed. If the purpose is advocacy,
those with a direct stake in the outcome apd those with clout to change
conditions must be included. No coalition can be effective unless the
purpo-;e is clearly defined and well understood by all participants from
the outset.

Coalitions can serve more than a single purpose but, because of the
inherent operational and coordination problems, few can manage effectively
many purposes at the same time. In some cases, multiple purposes may, by
their nature, prove to be conflicting. For example, taking a strong advo-
cacy rule and trying to broker funds from outside sources may not be com-
patible. If the implications of each purpose arc fully explored and the
problems of each anticipated, it is possible to do multiple things; however,
the division of labor must be clea: and the tasks differentiated. If a

new purpose just "slips in," the chances for success diminish greatly.

-6-
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This chapter presents five coalition models, defined by their purpose,
as a tool to aid in the refinement process. The five include:

Information and Resource Sharing.

Technical Assistance.

Self-Regulating.

Planning and Coordinaton of Services.

AdvocacY'.

In general, the information and Resource Sharing, the Technical Assistance,
and the Self-Regulating coalitions work internally to improve the capaci-
ties of their member agencies. In contrast, the Planning and Coordination
and Advocacy coalitions do the majority of their work externally; that is,
they attempt to impact the entire youth-serving system rather than just
their own members.

3.1 Information and Resource Sharing Coalition

To establish a comprehensive and solid information base, this type
of coalition serves a definite clearinghouse function; that is, it gathers,
collates, files, and disseminates information in specific areas of interest
to the coalition. The objectives cf such a coalition might include:

Providing a means of information exchange (e.g.,
state-of-theart findings and trends, funding
initiatives, and available resources).

Providing a forum for open discussion.

Developing a knowledge base for planning, community
education, or advocacy activities.

Recognizing individual and group achievement and
contribution.

Providing a system for maximum use of physical
facilities, staff, and financial resources of mem-
ber agencies.

Assisting member agencies in making appropriate
referrals.

-7-



Information exchange often begins between individuals and grows into
SA organized effort. Possible areas of exchange might include the follow-

!II _ _ _

Program ideas/trends.

State-of-the-art research information.

Data about the target population and community.

Funding opportunities.

Youth policy issues.

Legislative developments.

Youth job opportunities.

Available staff positions.

Lists of available speakers, programs, or train-
ing materials.

The information often is gathered in a central location with specific
staff or volunteers who are assigned the responsibility for cataloguing it
in some easily retrievable way. A resource center at an accessible and
convenient location should be established for the use of all members.

An information coalition often publi:;hes a regular or special events
newslettn- for its members and for the community which provides a master
calenda-r and descriptions of special services and events. The coalition
may: Sponsor discussion groups, conferences, or seminars to deal with com-
mon problems; schedule informal get-togethers for members; or organize a
sharing system for physical facilities, such as a pool or kitchen. To in-
crease service capacity, staff members with special expertise may be loaned
or exchanged.

Further possibilities exist if the participating agencies are willing
and/or able under their by,laws to pool program funds. The coalition then
might be able to purchase goods or services that would be beyond the means .

of any individual member. To extend the possibilities of service to youth,
they might purchase audi6visual equipment or a van that would be used by
all agencies according to a schedule they would establish. They also might
be able to purchase direct services by an accounting or legal firm for gen-
eral administrative assistance in the operation of the_ coalition or of any
of the individual agencies. Central computer services might be purchased
by the Coalition for both its own use and the use of all member agencies.

-8-
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special funds and specific written agreements, an information and resource
sharing coalition can operate on a small scale and modest budget.

3.2 Technical Assistance Coalition

Technical assistance coalitions have a narrower focus than informa-
tion and resource sharing groups, although they often participate in simi-
lar activities. The ultimate purpose is to promote and reinforce positive
change in member agencies. To accomplish this goal, the coalition empha-
sizes the delivery of technical service on a resource-sharing or fee-for-
service basis to member agencies, to help them improve their service or
operating capacities. It also may offer direct and indirect training and
technical assistance, as well as developing and distributing an inventory
of resources, skills, and expertise available within the coalition. Out-
side consultants may be hired for additional expertise.

This type of group usually operates out oi a central office, with a
coordinator arranging for technical assistance as necessary and app.ropriate
in such areas as:

Funding.

Grantsmanship.

Planning.

Needs assessment.

Evaluation.

Increasing youth or volunteer participation.

Improving publicity and public information.

Group process.

Management skills.

The coalition may arrange workshops or seminars, or produce "how to" man-
uals in the greatest need.t.n all members.

In practice technical assistance coalitions rarely pxist for the sole
purpose of capacity building for member agencies. On the assumption that
the necessary resources are available for the actual delivery of technical
assistance, this function can be integrated successfully with information
and resource sharing. A technical assistance c,mponent can be included
in a planning and coordinating coalition and can assist member agencies
in meeting standards set by a self-regulating coalition.

-9-



3,3 Self-Reiulating Coalition

A l,elf-regulating coalition does not have the legal authority of reg-
ulatory agencies, but it serves a similar function for its members. The

coalition assumes responsibliity for setting minimum standards by which
all the members agre. to abide. It may develop definitions as part of

these standards and design an overall evaluation system. In addition,
it provides certification for those agencies that demonstrate compliance.
This certification provides a base for expansion or replication of a pro-
ject activity and for soliciting additional funding support. The coali-

tion may serve as a monitor for its own members or for outside groups, or
it may recommend to the funding agency specific funding for members.

This type of coalition might be formed by an association of runaway

shelters or youth service bureaus. The self-regulating model is the least
likely to occur as a single-purpose coalition and usually occurs in combi-
nation with the information and resource sharing and the technical assis-

tance groups. Such an organization encourages the upgrading of agency pro-
grams and increases standards of performance. Agencies and coalitions
certified as having met certain standards have a competitive edge in soli-

citing funding.

3.4 Plannimg and Cocrdination of Services Coalition

This type of coalition may be formed through a mutual desire to change
a situation or by mandate as a condition of funding. If the impetus is
rjrant funding, there usually is a requirement for a lead organization to
be responsible for disbursement of funds, as well as for implementation of

the overall project. If mutually agreeable guidelines are not established
at the beginning, putting the purse strings in the hands of i single agency

often raises internal resentment and causes lack of cooperation by partici-

pating organizations.

Although the benefits of planning and coordination can be great, the
, realization of these ideals often is illusive. Individual agencies are
often committed to their own programs, frequently view other agencies as
competitors (whiCh they are), and often mistrust the lead agency. This

type of coalition is the most likely to have problems among the members
over territoriality and the use of funds.

Planning and coordination coalitions may spend so much time and effort
working with the present system (e.g., inventories, gaps, duplications)
that they postpone or eliminate looking towards the future. Since the
ultimate purpose of this type should be to produce a changed vision among
member agencies of what the future might be, regardless of present reali-
ties, this overemphasis on existing systems hinders significant progress.

With the image of an ideal system in mind, the assessment of youth
and program needs and the charting of the range and scope of existing

-10-



ems need-tot become- -outs- 1w-themselves; thei
formally, these inventories should give a clear idea of the goals and op-.
erating methods of the participating agencies. Ideally, they also should
give an indication of where duplications exist but, in practice, many coa-
litions experience great difficulty in defining and documenting duplica-

tion. No agency wishes to lose program or staff; thus, any proposed pro-
gram deletions or cxnbinations pose a real threat.

Some coalitions of this type concentrate on the planning aspects and
serve their members only in an advisory capacity. Others undertak %! coordi-

nation of activities, such as establishing a master calendar of events,
developing a standard intake and referral process, or a single contact
system for the members of one family. They also may recruit members to
fill service gaps that become more visible in a coordinated system.

A few coalitions choose to provide direct services in addition to
those provided by member groups. Since any new program is viewed as com-
petition, extreme care and tact are needed to make direct service by the
coalition a viable program. Programs can be developed by the coalition
that involve several agencies or the youth participants from various agen-

cies. The expanded resources in a coalition also can make experimental or
pilot projects possible which, if successful, could be replicated by the

member agencies.

In general, coordination and expansion of services increases the op-
portunity for community participation and provides more credibility for
future programming and funding opportunities. This type of coalition also
acts as a liaison with other private agencies, as well as with public youth
organizations, and thus serves as a single focal point for public agencies
to interact with the private sector. Through this type of liaison, coordi-
nation possibilities can be enhanced further.

3.5 Advocacy Coalition

Advocacy coalitions often are formed in response to a specific CTisis
situation, such as a pending legislative proposal to build a detention cen-
ter. They also may develop in response to a more generalized need, such
as lack of recreational facilities. Because of the more complex issues
they address and because their purpose is ongoing and more proactive, these
general groups expect to have a longer life than those formed for a specific
legislative battle. Possible targets for advocacy efforts might include:

Quality education.

Increased resources for youth or for a specific
vIrget population.

health care and health care education.

Ir
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Rights for juveniles in court or schools.

Advocacy coalitions may be formed to work towards enhancing the Power
and resources of youth-serving agencies. Such coalitions may lobby for:
Greater appropriations for youth programs; inclusion of a representative
of a member agency on a city or State board or other policy group; or in-
creased direct service to youth. When successful, these efforts may ex-
tend their benefits far beyond the target population.

Members of advocacy coalitions can function in a variety of ways. On
a continuing basis, they may be members of policymaking boards, special com-
mittees, or task forces. They may monitor ordinances, legislation, or ex-
ecutive orders or policy decisions, and then speak directly to those who
effect change. They also may launch extensive public education campaigns
to gain support for specific issues.

As part of their vital community education work, advocacy coalitions
often increase public attention to an issue by using various forms of mass
media. Through thes,:! efforts, they bring pressure to bear on policymakers.
One favorite technique is a massive letter-writing campaign in which com-
munity residents and agencies are requested to participate.

Advocacy coalitions tend to grow as they become more visibl,c, since
many will rally to a "good cause." Because their purpose is limited and
their target group small and well defined, advocacy coalitions do not have
the administrative problems of some other types. However, they do need
strong and determined leaderhip and a well-developed communication system.
Advocacy coalitions usually avoid getting into direct service programs so
they will not be vulnerable to financial pressures of the funding sources
in the general community.



Once the purpose is clearly defined and the objective identified
which will fulfill that purpose, the structure of the coalition can
be developed. Key issues to consider during this stage are:

Coalition membership.

Board of directors' role and responsibilities.

Board composition.

Interagency agreements.

Staffing.

Funding.

Because a coalition is like a business in many ways, these structural
issues must be considered, regardless of coalition form. Because ef
diverse pressures and differing stages of development wheA crucial
structure decisions are made, most coalitions cannot "start from
scratch." Many adapt already existing practices and procedures of
member agenc ,)s. However, some arc able to look beyond the operating
practices of members and to examine new ways of operating before
making a decision. Outside help often is required for this process.

The expected life span of the coalition should be kept in mind
in determining its structure. Some coalitions usually advocacy

intend to put themselves out of business as soon as possible. Others,

such as information and resource sharing, expect to continue indefinitely.
Even a short-term, single-task coalition must have a defined structure,
but this need not be so elaborate nor so formalized as that of a long-
term, direct-services delivery group.

Setting up a working coalition means dealing in practical realities,
and compromise and trade-offs are essential. All members must accept

the fact that coalitions are difficult because their structure is
horizontal rather than vertical and because the cooperation necessary
to make them work may be contrary to the vested interests of individual
members.

4.1 Membership

Coalitions grow at varying rates. Advocacy coalitions formed
around a "hot" issue often grow rapidly. Planning and coordination
coalitions, formed in response to a specific grant, tend to grow
slowly because of established restrictions, limited objectives, and
hesitation by members to dilute their funds and services by increasing

-13--
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specified purpose should be ci,nsidered before a membership policy is
established. Membership may be open or closed, that is open to anyone
who expresses an interest or selective (closed) on the basis of firmly
established criteria. Such criteria usually include the ability to
meet a specified standard or the capacity to offer a special skill or
service. Often, there is a trade-off between broadening the base for
impact and advocacy and maintaining high standards. Closed systems
usually have a guarantee of continued 'funding at some level.

Rapid growth itself may become an issue. If membership grows
beyond the capacity of the funding base sup! . t, problems may arise in
the selection of who will receive funds. Il ,wth has not been
planned for, management and staffing problems easily can immobilize
the coalition.

If the coalition size does not meet tnpectations or if needed'
groups do not volunteer, then active recruitment, should be implemented.
Membership should be encouraged, bit only if the prospective member
has the interest and/or resources to be an active participant. All
members should be made awa,-e that membership involv,s specific responsi-
bilities, including a commitment of time and staff for the meetings
necessary to plan and maintain the coalition. A large coalition 'vith
few active members is unwieldly. Regardless of its size, some procedures
for joining and for withdrawing from the coalition should be established
so that orientation is systematic, membership lists are current, and
members ore notified regularly of changes.

Table 4-1 gives some suggestion of implications of purposes on
membership and recruitment. ,

The question of dues often is hotly debated during discussions of
membership. Some feel that dues are never Appropriate; others point
out the necessity for meeting costs, especidlly during tne formative
stages. Those who support dues argue that, after a coalition i-s firmly
established and its services set, other forms of funding can cover the
necessary expenses. However, many coalitions seem to recognize that
dues of any substantial amount may inhibit or prohibit membership for
those most vital to the success of the group, especially for an
advocacy coalition. If the aim is to have a large and varied group, as
in an advocacy coalition, this stumbling block to membership may not
be vorth the revenue it can generate. toreover, the collection of dues
may generate additional bookkeeping duties that can divert staff time
better used in other ways.

Those who argue for dues do so on the basis that dues paying is
a sign of commitment and some indication of the intent to participate
actively. They point out that categories of membership are possible if
the membership of a coalition is mixed, and that a sliding dues scale

-14-



TABLE 4-1

Membership and Recruitment Implications

Information

---0--------------m

and ilesource Technical Self- Planning ard
Sharing Assistance Regulating Coordination Advocacy

Membership Open. More members Open, if more re- Cljsed. Only those Ciosed. Additions on Open. The greater the
means more informa- source and s'rvice meeting standards are basis of compatability Iressure, the better

tion and available
resource

area needed. Closed,
if object iF to es-
tablish a certain
level 0: competence
and service to all
members.

eligible. Membership
may be contingent on
efforts to comply.

of services offered, the chance of success.

Ongoing Ongoing. Recruitment for spe- Recruitment on basis Recruitment for spe- isnroing on the basis

cific capacity. of standards. cific service capacity. o; concern with issues
ilk,' power.



can be airanged. DuesARay_aiso-be-paid-i-R-kincl-Agy-contributiviw-of-
staff services, equipment, supplies or facilities. In all cases
where dues are required, clear and specific documentation for the
use of such funds is essential to justify the purpose and amount.

Since resource sharing, planning and coordination, technical
assistance, and self-regulating coalitions deliver a variety of
direct services, these coalitions should come to some agreement on how
and what kind of dues and/or fees will be paid to the coalition. Fees

could be established by service category, time expended, or ability to
pay. Agreements for inkind exchanges or payments can be arranged.
What is important is that agreement be reached before any service is
undertaken.

4.2 Role ofthe Board

The board of directors has the legal and fiscal responsibility for
the coalition if it is incorporated. If the coalition is not incorpo-
rated, this responsibility still may be required by certain funding
sources. Service coalitions generally have traditional board structures,
in which the board is responsible for monitoring continuously the
coa:ition's program and finances and for setting hoard and coalition
internal policies and management procedures. It is up to the hoard to
tell the staff what information it needs for program and fiscal
decisions. The board supports, guides, and supervises the executive
director of the coalition who then is responsible for operationalizing
board policies. Otlier board roles might include:

Helping to identify constituent needs.

Drafting a statement of purpose.

Providing access to resources.

Eiring the executive director.

Conducting public information or education
campaigns.

Providing expertise in general management
and program development.

Acting as final arbitrator to resolve staff
or organizational conflicts.

The relationship of the coalition's board to the boards of the
individual member groups should be defined clearly. All members should
dnderstand which decisions can he made by the coalition hoard and which

need approval by the boards of the member groups.
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1.4milattimur also
more citizen or youth advisory boards whose role is strictly advisory.
Such advisory boards can serve as a liaison to the community and may
be instrumental in the recruitment of members and volunteers. Citizens
advisory boards also can assist in fundraising activities.

Problems may arise from involvement of the board of directors in
the day-to-day operation of a coalition. Often, these are caased by
a lack of trust in the ability of the executive director, unclear
board roles and responsibilities, and poor information flow between
the coalition and the beard. These difficulties can be avoided by
clearly outlining board responsibilities.

The board usually makes the decision as to whether the coalition
should incorporate. Like dues, incorporation is an issue over which
there often is considerable debate. Because incorporation is a forvial,
legal process, it requires a formalized structure and specific reporting

.procedures. The procedure for incorporation is not complicated, but
the implications of incorporation and misunderstanding of both the
procedure and its connotations continue to cause confusion. The .

following is a list of the pros and cons of incorporation for youth-
serving agencies.

Pros:

Increases eligibility for funding, if tax-
exempt.

- Formalizes linkages and organizational struc-
ture.

- Increases public visibility.

Provides protection against individual lia-
bility.

Cons:

- Limits flexibility.

May force a more permanent linkage than is de-
sired.

- Establishes a new entity that could compete
for clients and funds.

- Involves bookkeeping and legal costs for the
process of incorporation and for maintaining
mandated corporate records.
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Although there may be advantages to_ incorporation, any coalition can
exist without ltsome function with & combination_of_incorporate&AncLu
Incoiporatett agencies. Slue on-ty an IncorPorttedr, tax exempt entity can
receive Federal grant funds, either the coalition must have that status or
one of the incorporated agencies with tax exempt status must become the
lead agency in the ccalition. This latter type of structure has created
some difficulties, since control of the purse strings then is' ii4ft part of
the cooperative management. Incorporation seems most vital to coordinating
and planning coalitions whose intent is to broker funds. It is least ad-
vantageous to advoacy and technical assistance coalition.

4.3 Composition of the Board

The composition of the board of directors may vary according to both
the purpose and size of the coalition. Boards usually evolve over a period
of time, with the initiators of the coalition or the most active partici-
pants serving as the board. They then plan an ideal board which gradually
builds as the terms of the original members expire. Most coalitions agree
that all or a representative number of member-group executive directors
should be members of the Board. If a particular executive director is not
available, his authorized representative who reports directly lo him is
recommended as an alternate. Conflicts can arise as to whether the board
represents the interests of the member or the coalition. If it is intended
that the board represent the coalition's interests, board members should
be chosen on the basis of needed skills rather than automatically select-
ing the executive directors of the member groups.

The inclusion of empowered representatives of key public agencies may
enhance the prestige and clout of the board. If these representatives are
unable to commit their agencies' funds or resources because of their pub-
lic nature, an option is to appoint such representatives to an active ad-
visory board.

The inclusion on the board of individuals from outside the member agen-
cies will broaden its. perspective and may increase its clout, credibility,
and resources; however, this may dilute the decisionmaking ability of the
board. If the coalition's program involves interfacing with public agencies
(as is the case with planning and coordination, and advocacy coalitions),
the participation of public agencies on the board or at least in an advi-
sory capacity should be strongly encouraged.

Inclusion of youth members and citizen representatives on boards is
an issue for all youth-serving coalitions. Certainly, participation of
both is desirable end may even be mandated by the funding source but, if
these individuals are to be meaningful members of boards, care must be
exercised to make sure they have the experience and training to make a
real contribution in board decisions. Since there is a growing consensus
that consumers of services should have a voice in planning those services,
many coalitions are developing a "building process" to make youth and
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citizen ParticApants-on--boards-alorethan-tak.11-111,1111bsri-
vocac ons can use youth and citizen participants more readibe than
planning and coordination or technical asststance coalitions that demand
a high level of expertise.

Once the composition of the board is established, some voting system
should be agreed to and included in the bylaws or operating agreements.
Each agency may have a single vote or each person may have a single vote.
If there is a mix of agencies and individuals, a weighted system often is
used. Usually, decisions are a matter of consensus; however, some formal
process should be in place to use when the need for a vote occurs.

The compositio% of the board depends on the size and capacity of the
organization. Coalitions dealing with long-range programming (such as
planning and coordination, technical assistance, and self-regulatory groups)
tend to have more formalized structures. Information and resource coali-
tions and advocacy groups need broad exposure and persons with policyset-
ting experience. Although any of the coalition forms might include repre-
sentatives of both public and private groups at one time or another, each
must establish some metnod of selection for board Slots if the size of
the coalition prohibits representPtion of all members. Rotation is the
most common method.

4.4 Interagency Agreements

A small, informal coalition may be able to operate on a verbal agree-
ment, but a large coalition must have written guidelines, a charter, a
set of bylaws, and a procedures manual or a set of operating standards.
In general, interagency agreements should include the following:

Purpose of the group.

Conditions of membership.

Duties and obligations of each member.

Structure of the organization.

Decisionmaking process.

Selection of officers, their responsibilities,
and the method of their selection.

Duration orthe agreement.

Such agreements are not critical to direct service coalitions, especially
those sharing resources, and to coordination and planning coalitions in-
volved with referrals and multiagency responsibility for programs or
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little purpose beyond stating that expenses shall be shared. These factors
are displayed in Table 4-2.

Whether the coalition incorporates or operates as an untncorpoiated
separate service unit, written agreements between the coalition and the
member agencies'may be necessary. These agreements should stipulate the
conditions for referrals and payments for services rendered. Similar agree-
ments can be negotiated with public agencies. The large and more diverse
the coalition is, the greater will be its need for leadership, communica-
tion, dccisionmaking, problemsolving, conflict resolution mechanism, and
coalition accountability.

4.5 Staffing

Staffing needs are shaped hy the scope and specific programs under-
taken by the coalition. For all forms, it is important to have a single
individiaul, usually an executive director or coordinator, who has prime
responsibility for the program. An executive director who has real de-
cisionmaking power is vital to a planning and coordination coalition or
an advocacy group; a coordinator who acts in that role only is well suited
to an information and resource sharing or technical assistance coalition.
All forms need adequate clerical support staff. Just how much time is
needed and how many other individuals might be included must be determined
on an individual basis. Support staff can be donated by members or hired
directly hy the coalition. often, volunteers are used in this capacity.

As a rule, planning and coordination coalitions that operate on a
full-time basis need more extensive staff than a self-regulating coalition
that may operate on a part-time basis. A technical assistance coalition
might operate with a coordinator, who could call on individuals to deliver
technical assistance when needed, or with a full-time staff that would be
directly responsible for technical assistance delivery. Advocacy coali-
tions may need an extensive staff, often clerical in nature, for a short
time only, with a single part-time executive director able to manage on-
going business.

Most coalitions need more staff during the formation period. Once

the coalition is fully operational, ihe size of the staff depends on the
level of operation. Frequently, new coalitions do not request enough staff
time in grant applications to make a significant impact.

All types of coalitions are able to use volunteer help, but not to
the same extent. Advocacy and information exchange groups often rely
heavily upon a volunteer component, while technical assistance and self-
regulating groups may use volunteers for clerical help or occasionally
for special expertise. Any volunteers must be carefully trained and well
integrated into the operation of the program. Job descriptions must be
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TABLE 4-2

Interagency Agreements

Information
and Resource

Sharing

:

Technical
Assistance

Self-

Regulating

Planning ane
Coordination Advocacy

t'h.i rt t r., :Ind By-

law
Bylaws to establish
obligations

Bylaws to detail ex-
pectations and obli-
gations.

Written standards essen-
tial.

Written bylaws essential
to detail obligations,

Charter to establish
legal entity; bylaws
for procedures.

kvt'erral and Ser-
Aprepanpnt,;

Agreements on what
is to be shared with
whom,

Written service agree-
ments essential.

Written agreements on
service essential. No

referrals.

Explicit agreement of re-
ferral and services vi-

tal.

No referral or service
provided.

Agreement with
Public Agencies

Possible for use of
facilities and mate-
rials.

Possible for provid-
ing or requesting cer-
tain expertise.

Possible for standards,
evaluation and certifi-
cation services.

Essential for cross-re-

ferral.

Possible, but usually
informal.



very clear and lines of authority explicit. It should he noted that train-
ing ene-supecan involve -signzficant stail time.
Table 4-3 displays the imp.lication's for staffing of each of the coalition
forms.

The coalition executive director is responsible for interfacing with
the board. It is his or her responsibility to see that the staff carries
out the priorities and meets the objectives set by the board, and to report
to the board on a regular basis on.coalition efforts and achievements.
Other staff personnel may advise the board directly, as appropriate.

4.6 Funding

The source of funding can have a profound influence on the structure
of the coalition. If the coalition is formed in response to a funding
initiative, much of its direction already has been established. To qual-
ify for certain grant and foundation funds, it may be necessary for the
coalition to meet special conditions of membership, board structure, and
staffing. Many programs are dependent on LEAA/OJJDP and a mix of other
Federal funds with a stipulated life beyond that of the grant period..
Often, funding priorities can influence board member selection and program
priorities. These in turn influence staff selection.

Funding is available from many sources, both public and private.
Multiple sources may be preferable to avoid total obligation or associa-
tion with a single source, but multiple souz7.es often meet more administra-
tive work and complying with a variety of rules and regulations. Multiple
funding can stablize an operation and ensure its survival, but securing
this mix requires staff time and a well-developed coalition structure.
Securing multiple funding usually requires a grantsperson on the staff,
an established identity, documentation of organization history, and data,
credibility, and leverage. Multiple funding to alleviate undue influence
by a single funding source is most important for self-regulating and advo-
cacy coalitions, and is least vital for information and resource sharing
and for technical assistance coalitions.

Levels of funding influence structure because they rarely are suffi-
cient to accomplish desired objectives. Although there often is consid-
erable.donated time and resource, these cannot always make up for lack of
physical facilities and sufficient staff. As a result, there may be fre-
quent changes in staffing, burn out problems, and general frustration.
Both an advocacy and information and a resource sharing coalition can run
on a minimal budget (especially if volunteers are used). Tile same is not
true for planning and coordination coalitions that must maintain staffing
and programs at a constant level. Technical assistance coalitions may be
run on a fee-for-service basis, if technical assistance is delivered by
member agencies, while advocacy groups often are able to solicit from the
general public. Regardless of their purpose, all coalitions can be more
effective if they have a constant.funding level and do not have to dissi-
pate their energies in a constant search for program funds.
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TABLE 4-3

Staff Implications

* ...-.

Information
and Resource

Sharing
Technical
Assistance

,

Self-
Regulating

Planning and
Coordination

.

Advocacy

.

Staff si:c None or small; full-
or part-time direc-
tor; full-time secre-
tary.

Coordinator; small if
TA from member agen-
cies; large if TA from
staff; part-time
secretary.

i

Small, part-time direc-
tor; part-time secre-
tary.

1

Large, full-time direc-
tor; full office staff,

Varied according to stage
of advocacy campaign, se-
cretarial staff.

1

Volunteers Y may do most ofes,

information and cata-
logue work.

ailor tech-lnl icl=er. Yes, but very limited
function

Yes, but very limited
function.

,

Yes; a major component.

1

Staff Rolin: Identifying resources;
control of distribu-
tion of shared re-
source,: coordination
of volunteers and
staff.

Identifying needs;
planning TA; delivery
or arranging for de-
livery of TA; eval-
uatiug TA.

Setting standards; eval-
uating member agencies;
granting certification.

Needs assessment; plan-
ning: coordination; ser-
vice delivery; monitor-
ing; evaluation,

Planning; coordinating;
implementing and evaluat-.
ing; advocacy effort;
oversight.

.



STRATEGIES FOR MAINTAINING COHESIVENESS

A coalition is a dynamic organization. The member agencies and the
coalition itself probably will have shifting priorities, changing leader-
ship, and frequent staff turnover. Existing funds and resources dwindle
or expand with little advance notice, thus dramatically altering work in
progress. Moreover, a coalition is affected by external changes in the poli-
tics and economics of the community and, thus, in community attitudes and
support. The requirements of funding sources often inhibit the flexibility
needed to meet these changes. Those coalitions survive that are able to
anticipate and adapt. However, there are times when a coalition should
cease to exist, especially if its objectives have been met. Survival, in
and of itself, is not the ultimate objective.

5.1 Why Coalitions Fail

A good way in which to begin a study of how to maintain a coalition
is to pinpoint why other coalitions have failed and, thereby, identify
measures for use in planning to avoid repeating the same mistakes. A few
of the many reasons for ineffectual operation or total collapse of coali-
tions are:

Formation of a coalition for the "wrong" reasons.
The coalition is incompatible with the mission
or values of the member groups.

Formation of a coalition without adequate purpose
(i.e., too little to do).

Presence of conflicting loyalties, vested interests,
or fear of domination by another agency.

Lack of experience in cooperative ventures.

Lack of a stable funding base and adequate re-
sources.

Lack of realistic expectations about both the coali-
tion's role and resporisibilities and the amount of
time and energy required for its organization and
maintenance.

Lack of awareness and knowledge of relevant trends
(e.g., legislation, policy, community priorities,
competition).

Lack of organizational and management skills and/or
vision. The most critical problem is lacicof strong
central leadership.
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Differences inimndmiramp characteristics --
Image, tillma7; lmluet, resources, organizatIonal
and staffing patterns.

Reluctance of member agencies to relinquish power
in decisionmaking, as evidenced by subtle sabotage
(i.e., postponed or unmade decision, withheld in-
formation, failure to invest staff with adequate
authority, fuzzy lines of responsibility).

Attempt to serve too many purposes.

Difficulties in establishing a coalition identify.

Lack of visible results or return for time or re-
sources invested.

5.2 General Hints for Effective Coalition Operation

5.2.I Getting Started

Coalitions often struggle in their early stages over such details
as who will pay the postage on the first mailing or which agency will chair
the proposed workshop. The specific arrangements for administrative man-
agement should be settled early in the planning stage and reassessed at
regular intervals. Financial arrangements for a formulation period should
be established until a regular source of income is realized.

5.2.2 Member Group Involvement

Early consideration should be given to member group involvement in the
coalition. Even in a loosely structured coalition, each member group should
have regular, specific, and meaningful responsibilities. Every member group
must be supplied with adequate information to act in accordance with the
purpose of the coalition. Sharing responsibilities ultimately will build
more commitment to thecoalition and give members a greater sense of ac-
complishment. Interaction should be encouraged, especially at the early
stages. Regular reorientation to purposes, goals, and procedures often is
necessary if active involvement is to be achieved on a continuing basis.

New members should be added because they share common goals and have
'a stake in the same issues, not just for their influence, their agreeable
nature, or their availability at the moment. New members should be given
adequate orientation. A standard orientation packet can be prepared easily
that contains:

Overview of the project and coalition, their purpose
and goals, and history.
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111- -Curren-brochures-or-riltLic-relations-aaterials-

Organizational chart and bylaws or operating docu-
ments.

Roster of board members and officials.

Budget information.

Roster of member agencies.

_Contact person for each agenc

A new member group should be invited to a sp cific function or to a board
meeting. If left to find information or mak contacts on a trial and er-

ror basis, it will lose interest.

5.2.3 Communication

All coalitions must develop a communication system for keeping their
own staffs, member agencies, and the general public informed. Staff meet-

ings of each member agency routinely may include a brief summary of coali-
tion activities. A coalition newsletter can report coalition activities

and feature a different agency each edition. A monthly or quarterly reT

porting system or annual report can be instituted. Informal meetings for

new and old members should be arranged on some regular basis. Agency
visits, conferences, workshops, youth presentations, and fundraising bene-
fits can aid in building communication networks.

5.2.4 Recordkevin;

Some method of keeping records of the coalition in a detailed and
rational form should be established. Since membership, leadership, and
staffing may change frequently, this "memory network" is vital to the con-

tinuing life of the coalition. Good records also are an essential part

of a funding credibility package.

5.2.5 Development of a Timetable

Development of a timetable based on the expected life of the coalition

will help to anticipate crisis points, problem issues, and variations in

activity level. Members should be clear on the period of their obligation,
and discussion of possible continuation beyond that time should be under-

taken well in advance of the termination date.

5.2.6 Goals

Some short-term goals that can be accomplished easily should be built

into the long-range plan. Positive accomplishment early in the life of the

coalition will give a sense of achievement that can then be directed to

the more difficult tasks. Start small and then grow!
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7- Staffing

The coalition should have a_primary staff person whose loyalty is to
the coalition rather than to any of its members. Coalition staff person-
nel should have organizational skills, understanding of the voluntary na-
ture of coalitions, and interpersonal skills to deal with necessary com-
plexities of any cooperative venture.

5.2.8 Control of the Coalition

A successful coalition usually is run by its members so that the needs
of the members as they perceive them can be met successfully. However, ad-
ministrative control should incorporate sound business management techniques
and use outside groups when,desirable. Business and community interests
can be helpful in facilitating communication and in increasing community
visibility.

5.2.9 Board of Directors

Although a board of directors is mandated in the bylaws of most coali-
tions, it often is underused. The roles of board members should be well
defined, perhaps in job profiles, and clearly distinct from that of the
executive director. Board members should receive thorough orientation as
to their duties, responsibilities, and authority. A mentor model may be
used, especially for community representatives or youth members. The board
should have regularly scheduled meetings that are announced in advance and
open to interested parties; accurate minutes of these meetings are es-
sential. Provisions for removal of board members should be included in'
the bylaws.

5.2.10 Leadership

A strong, dynamic leader often is the critical factor in the success
of a coalition. Therefore, the selection of the executive director or
coordinator is of paramount importance. For a coalition to meet success-
fully its operational expectations, there must be a match between the skills
of the executive director and the work expectations of the board. If an

executive director is hired to fill a coordinator's job, the whole nature
of the coalition is likely to change, contrary to the intent of both the
board and the member organizations. The individual must have proven lead-
ership and program skills and be, to the extent possible, on equal status
with the executive directors of the member groups to be perceived by them
as a peer. This peer relationship is vital to promoting trust, communica-
tion, and a good working relationship between the board and coalition mem-
ber groups. The roalition leader must be given adequate authority and re-
sources to carry out his responsibilities effectively. He also must be
able to delegate authority and to make sure that members are kept actively

involved.
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This section presents specific suggestions for each coalition form.

5.3.1 Information and Resource Sharing

Regularly mail the most desired information to
members.

Regularly post updates of newly available mate-
rials.

Build a carefully selected library, which might
include:

- Federal Register.

- Government publications on youth issues.

- Directories of agencies and institutions.

- State and national legislation nd program
trends.

- Annual reports and brochures of member agen-
cies and other youth-serving groups.

Training manuals and other "how to" mate-
rials.

- Periodicals and journals of special interest.

- Materials on training conference and con-
tinuing education possibilities.

- Newspaper articles on youth issues.

- Position papers and grant applications.

Develop a research capacity; obtain funding through
// selling" data (e.g., needs assessment, specific
problem papers).

Complete a catalogue of available material in the
coalition.library. This can be on cards and should
be cross-referenced. Commercial systems such as
the McBee Keysort are available. Computer pro-
gramming makes this task simple if such service is
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--8--Dssignate**0Pirs04-411-lialsewildOltlpubittcAssow.cies, so that the contact point can be constant
and the procedures clear.

Become experts -- write position papers and re-
views of literature on specific youth issues.

If resources are being shared or property is owned
in common, set up a system by which all members
have equal opportunity to request use of that
resource or property.

Use media and a speakers bureau for community edu-
cation.

5.3.2 Technical Assistance Coalitions

Separate technical assistance from funding and
monitoring functions.

Make sure that the eXpectation is for technical
assistance in "how to" and not for direct service
(i.e., that technical assistance will be provided
in techniques of grantsmanship, but that the spe-
cific grant will not be written by the technical
assistance team).

Develop a systematic procedure for needs assessment
with each of the member groups.

Determine what kind of technical assistance will be
given on the basis of available resources; establish
modes of technical assistance (i.e., workshop or in-
dividual); make sure that the criteria selection pro-
cess is known to the members.

Agree on how much technical assistance or how many
days each recipient may request.

Establish costs before promising or delivering
technical assistance.

Request an evaluation from each recipient to make
sure needs have been met. Evaluations can be used
to improve the quality of the technical assistance.

Use technical assistance to increase the visibility
of the coalition.
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tation arrangements. Needs assessments and de-

livery can pull in other staff as needed.

Schedule ahead and keep to the schedule to es-

tablish credibility.

5.3.3 Self-Regulating Coalitions

Establish credibility with members, community,
and funding sources.

Involve member agencies in determining what will
be evaluated and monitored, how, when, by whom,

and for what purpose.

Develop and publish standards for use by the

coalition and its member groups and pressure
public agencies to endorse them.

Publicize the availability of certification to
encourage further efforts towards quality.

Make monitoring and evaluation an ongoing, sys-

tematic process.

Establish basic management and administrative
techniques and procedures, to regulate and guide

program efforts and staff development.

Use a positive assisting role rather than a watch-

dog approach that breeds suspicion and conflict.

Make sure the resources are adequate to undertake

and finish the evaluations.

Develop policies regarding who will have access

to findings, the length of a probationary period,

who will evaluate the evaluators, and the use of

an appeals kocess.

5.3.4 Planning and Coordination Coalitions

Involve member agencies in the problemsolving pro-

cess for service coordination.

Avoid overly extensive assessments and inventoriei

of existing services, and focus on the development

of future services.
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Niko sure that all portion to the coalition
are arreedcitFiffretiter the coalition is tooffer
direct services and what servites are to be of-
fered, if any. Confusion on this issue wastes ad-
ministrative time and alienates members.

Select services to be provided so as to avoid com-
petition with or among the member groups.

Base services on the economies of scale.

Stress the economic advantages of coordinated ser-
vices to build increased credibility with funding
sources.

Develop an efficient referral system and use it.

Develop a mechanism to coordinate and share resources.

Develop a management information system to reduce
individual agency time spent in data reporting.

5.3.5 Advocacy Coalitions

Define advocacy parameters and targets.

Select initial issues carefully to guarantee suc-
cess and build credibility among member groups and
the public.

Have the facts -- lack of an extensive data base
undermines credibility and effectiveness.

Choose strategies carefully; follow bureaucratic
channels before going outside them; use the media
or confrontation as a last resort.

Be sure to establish the coalition as a legitimate
voice of the constituency.

Reach a consensus and then speak in a unified voice
for the coalition. All statements made in the name
of the coalition should be checked by a designated
person before release.

Use the connections of staff personnel, board mem-
bers, and the member groups to reach sources of
power.
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ile ware of political realities and of the COMM..

Divide responsibilities to maximize outreach.
single individual cannot do everything.

Recruit or accept members who share a common goal.
Too diverse a group will inhibit development of
necessary consensus.

Broadcast successes to attract members and funding;
use brochures, annual reports, and the media.
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